Novel quantization properties related to the state vectors and the energy spectrum of a twodimensional system of free particles are obtained in the framework of noncommutative (NC) quantum mechanics (QM) supported by the Weyl-Wigner formalism. Besides reproducing the magnetic field aspect of a Zeeman-like effect, the momentum space NC parameter introduces mutual information properties quantified by the quantum purity related to the relevant coordinates of the corresponding Hilbert space. Supported by the QM in the phase-space, the thermodynamic limit is obtained, and the results are extended to three-dimensional systems. The noncommutativity imprints on the thermodynamic variables related to free particles are identified and, after introducing some suitable constraints to fix an axial symmetry, the analysis is extended to two-andthree dimensional quantum rotor systems, for which the quantization aspects and the deviation from standard QM results are verified.
I. INTRODUCTION
The intersection between quantum and classical descriptions of free particle systems [1] and the construction of relative thermodynamic variables associated to their statistical interpretation [2] have been historically discussed in the context of theoretical physics, since from superconductivity modeling [3] up to black hole physics [4] , and more recently, in the investigation of manifestly emergent phenomena [5] and of AdS/CFT holographic theories [6] . Imprints on the thermodynamic variables related to free particle systems, including that for which an axial symmetry induces a quantum rotor-like description, can be indeed relevant in identifying tiny deviations from standard predictions of quantum mechanics (QM) on all the above-mentioned scenarios.
In the context of noncommutative (NC) deviations from standard QM predictions, the noncommutativity affects the quantum mechanical partition function and related thermodynamic variables displayed through the coupling of NC degrees of freedom to a thermal reservoir [7] . Noncommutativity in the coordinate space has firstly appeared as a suitable tool for the regularization of quantum field theories [8] . Considering that the space-time structure might be changed at the Planck energy scale, the noncommutativity have also been supposed to play a relevant role at quantum theories for gravitation. In the same scope, NC geometry is also found in the context of string theory/M-theory [9] [10] [11] .
Likewise, the NC formulation of QM has supported the understanding of coupling and decoherence aspects exhibited by two-dimensional quantum oscillators [7, 12] , the invertigation of the quantum Hall effect [13, 14] , a clarifying analysis of electrons coupled to a magnetic field in the Landau level problem [15] , and the suitable calculation of quantum corrections for the ultra-cold neutron energy spectrum in the scope of the gravitational quantum well problem [16, 17] . Quantum effects driven by the phase-space NC QM have also been quantified [18] and related to missing information and quantum correlation issues [7, 19] . Suitable features also include presumed violations of the Robertson-Schrödinger uncertainty relation [20] [21] [22] , the regularizing features in minisuperspace quantum cosmology models [23] , and also in black-hole physics [24, 25] .
Quantization properties related to the state vectors and the energy spectrum of a twoand three-dimensional (2D and 3D) systems have been preliminarily investigated in the context of NC QM [18, 21, 26, 27] . As prescribed for harmonic oscillators in QM, non-commutativity also introduces conceptual subtleties in describing the thermodynamics of quantum systems [7] . Hence, the relevant point examined in this contribution concerns the thermodynamic limit related to the phase-space NC extension of QM, given that NC modifications on measurable thermodynamic variables can all be determined, namely the NC correspondence to the internal energy, U , the Boltzmann entropy, S k , and the heat capacity, C v . To establish the connection to the thermodynamic limit, the effect of noncommutativity between momentum coordinates, [p i , p j ] = 0, is preliminarily scrutinized in the context of the propagation of free particles with translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The correspondent thermodynamic limits of 2D and 3D gases of quantum systems of translationally free particles and of quantum rotors are then quantified.
The outline of this manuscript is then as follows. In section II, the Weyl-Wigner (WW) formalism [28] and its effectiveness on defining the Groenewold-Moyal star-product [29, 30] are reported in order to describe the NC extension of the QM in the phase-space. This formalism is then applied to calculate the NC properties of free particles in 2D. Besides identifying some analogy with preliminary results on the stargenvalue problem of the harmonic oscillator in the NC phase-space [7] , the phase-space time-evolution that leads to the time-dependence of the Wigner function is obtained. One also identifies how noncommutativity induces the quantum decoherence of a state vector that is obtained through a consistent quantum preparation procedure. The possibility of observing noncommutativity through local decoherence effects for a system of 2D free particles is discussed in section III. The internal energy, the Boltzmann entropy, and the heat capacity, which provide the relevant elements for quantifying the thermodynamic limit are obtained in section IV. In particular, the inclusion of a third dimension is also considered in order to shown that some aspects of the axial symmetry of the problem allow for a factorization of the NC effects.
Finally, extensions to the investigation of the thermodynamic limit of gases of 2D and 3D quantum rotors are examined in detail. Our conclusions are drawn in section V.
II. THE WIGNER FUNCTION IN THE NC FRAMEWORK FOR FREE PARTI-

CLES
In the WW formulation of QM, composite quantum systems can be described in terms of the density matrix,ˆ = |χ χ|, such that one can identify the corresponding Wigner function through the Weyl transform as [28, 33] 
which, via the density matrix interpretation of W , allows one to compute the expectation value of an observableÔ through
Given that χ(q) can be identified by
straightforward manipulations result into probability distributions for q and p as
From the intrinsic properties of the above definitions, one notices that an expression for the Wigner function can also be given in terms of ϕ(p) as
Relevant properties which are connected to results from the density matrix formalism can thus be obtained through the WW prescription for QM [31, 32] . For instance, regarding the quantum information issues, the definition of quantum purity is given in terms of
where, in this case, the multiplication by a normalization factor, h −1 , is consistent with the density matrix framework that sets T r[ˆ 2 ] = T r[ˆ ] = 1 for pure states [33, 34] .
An important example of the usefulness of the WW formalism [28] is related to the functional implementation of the commutative Heisenberg-Weyl algebra of the ordinary
Once an extension to a 2d-dimensional phase-space is assumed, {Q, P}, the Weyl transform turns quantum operators, O(Q, P; t), into c-numbers written as [7, 12, 18 ]
and such a 2d-dimensional generalization scheme leads to
The quantum algebra from Eq. (7) can be reproduced by means of the Groenewold-Moyal star-product [29, 30] which is supported by the relation
in the space of commutative functions, where κ is suitably chosen to bring up the NC information. Therefore, the Weyl-Wigner-Groenewold-Moyal (WWGM) phase-space formalism sets that
with
In particular, one notices that W (Q, P; t) reproduces the same analytical structure of the Wigner quasi-probability distribution given by Eq. (8) . The Heisenberg dynamics in terms of quantum operators is denoted bẏ
for which the Moyal product is parameterized by a bidifferential star-operator implemented through the exponential representation given by
through which, the integral representation can be written as
Finally, one obtains that
which is an essential tool for parameterizing stargenvalue problems involving quantum operators supported by a deformed Heisenberg-Weyl NC algebra.
In the scope of our analysis, the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra is modified as to have commutation relations given by
where η ij and θ ij correspond to invertible antisymmetric d × d matrices with real constant elements, such that an auxiliary matrix is defined by
One notices that Υ is equally invertible if θ ik η kj = − 2 δ ij [18] and, through the SeibergWitten (SW) map [11] , which is a linear transformation, the deformed NC algebra can be mapped into the usual Heisenberg-Weyl algebra as in Eq. (7). Parameterizing the SW map through real constant matrices, A, B, C, D, it can be written in the form of
The SW map from (19) constrained by the NC relations from Eq. (7) can be cast in the form of matrix equations [12] given by
where the entries of A, B, C, D, Θ, N are respectively given by A ij , B ij , C ij , D ij , θ ij , η ij and the symbol T does allusion to a matrix transposition operator.
A. The NC phase-space results for free particles
Given that re-discussing the mathematical grounds of the WWGM NC formalism and its general applicability to quantum systems, as performed in [18] and even in [7] , is out of the scope of this work, one can consider that relating the noncommutativity properties with observable quantum phenomena will be sufficient to apply the formalism to the well-known free particle system.
Thus, in order to probe the quantum effects due to the NC phase-space properties, let us consider the Hamiltonian for a 2D free particle of mass m on a NC plane,
such that the coordinante and momentum noncommutativity is quantified through
with ij = − ij . The map to the commutative operators is thus given in terms of a SW map,
which is invertible for ν and µ parameters constrained by their intrinsic rapport
with θη 2 . In this case, the inverse map is set aŝ
with the corresponding Jacobian,
In terms of the commutative variables,Q i andΠ i , the Hamiltonian is written as
where vectors are denoted by V = (V 1 , V 2 ), and
with 2αβ = γ and, as expected, the results do not depend on θ and ν.
One notices that the commutative variables, Q and Π, satisfy the Hamilton equations of motion as set through Eq. (13) for the Hamiltonian (27) . Thus one obtains the following set of coupled first-order differential equations,
which can be rewritten as two uncoupled third-order differential equations, ... Πk + 4γ
from which one gets the solutions,
where
, and π y = P 2 (0) are the initial conditions, and γ = η/2m is the characteristic frequency of the system. In this case, Q and Π may be interpreted as classical dynamical variables within the WWGM formalism.
In particular, from Hamiltonian Eq. (27) , one also identifies a characteristic Zeeman-like effect [33] as it could be driven by a magnetic-like field, B ∼ η/ q, where q is an ordinary electric charge. Taking the limit of η → 0, the magnetic field analogy disappears and Eqs. (31) are reduced to
a typical free particle motion. As it can be depicted in Fig. 1 , the time evolution of the phase-space coordinates, (Q 1 (t), Π 1 (t)) and (Q 2 (t), Π 2 (t)), are exhibited by elliptical curves for γ 1, which can be extrapolated to straight lines in the limit where γ vanishes.
The stargenfunctions for the Hamiltonian problem as set by Eq. (27) are determined through the stargenvalue equation,
which, from the analysis developed in Ref. [7, 12, 18] , and noticing that 2αβ = γ, results
which is written in terms of associated Laguerre polynomials, L 0 n , where n is a non-negative integer and the energy spectrum is given by
In the above expression for
, Ω is a stationary variable given by
i. e. by substituting Eqs. (31) into Eq. (34), one indeed verifies that
is a constant of motion.
Given the free particle inherent features, one also notices that the normalization factor, N , in Eq. (34) has to be identified through an additional spatial localization constraint put over the free particle. Noticing the constraint from Eq. (37), one integrates
from −∞ to +∞, and indeed obtains the probability distribution as an arbitrary constant. Such a result demands for constraining Q 1,2 to finite intervals as to have Q 1,2 ∈ (−a, +a) in order to get a finite value for N (as performed for plane wave states). Likewise, the integration over Π 2 and Q 2 then results into
where, for the last step, one has noticed that˜ Fig. 2 shows the stationary momentum distribution, |ϕ(Π 1 ; 0)| 2 for quantum numbers n = 0 and 1, with y = 0 and y = 4, and a arbitrarily set equal to 3. The distributions do not depend on the parameters x and π y and N is chosen as to give
The results show the distortion produced by the NC parameter γ(η) on the momentum distribution profile.
III. QUANTUM DECOHERENCE AND MISSING INFORMATION FOR GAUS-SIAN STATES IN THE MOMENTUM SPACE
Given that NC states like those ones from Eq. (34) are stationary, obviously they are not suitable for identifying potential decoherence effects introduced by the NC QM. To study how noncomutativity affects the evolution of vector states, it is more convenient to consider a Gaussian envelop for the momentum variables, such that eventual distortions introduced by the NC parameters can be suitably identified.
Generically, the WW formalism [34] sets that
wherex(t),ỹ(t),π x (t) andπ y (t) correspond to the inverse solutions of (31) as to have, for
Hence, a normalized Wigner Gaussian envelop in the momentum space can thus be given by,
where, again, the normalization factor follows the same constraints on Q 1,2 , Q 1,2 ∈ (−a, +a).
Following the dynamics arising fromπ x,y (t) ≡π x,y (Q 1 , Π 1 , Q 2 , Π 2 ; t) through the inverse of Eqs. (31) , one can obtain the explicit time evolution for the state vector from Eq. (42), W G (Q, Π; t). Although it corresponds to a stationary state vector for standard QM parameters, for whichπ x,y (t) ≡ Π 1,2 = π x,y , it is noway stationary in case of NC dynamics.
One way to verify the effects of noncommutativity on the state vectors described by W G involves the calculation of the reduced Wigner functions (density matrices). The time evolution of the reduced Wigner functions in the corresponding phase-space are identified bỹ
i. e. integrating out over Q 2,1 and Π Π 1 ; t) , recovers its original wave pattern from τ = 0 after a time τ = π/γ. More specifically, γ = 0 modifies the expected behavior of the commutative free particle problem by introducing a spreading behavior to the localization character of the Wigner function, which also exhibits a phase-space rotating effect along the time evolution. The quantum effects due to the NC parameter γ are obtained by looking over time intervals as multiples of π(8γ) −1 .
Moreover, to estimate the effects of the NC parameter, γ, on the time evolution of the quantum states like those from Eq. (42), one may compute the linear entropy given in terms of quantum purity as
through which a quantum correlation between internal subsystems quantified by the mutual information is straightforwardly computed as
which is depicted in Fig. 4 , and quantifies the mutual correlation between x(↔ 1) and y(↔ 2)
states, in this case, exclusively due to the NC features. With γ = 0, the mutual information, I 12 (t), as well as all the above defined entropies vanish, and W G (Q, Π; t) shall reproduce the product of two uncorrelated pure states, i. e. the state vector evolves like a stationary pure state [35] . Therefore, through the above analysis, one identifies the momentum coordinate NC parameter, γ(η), as the main agent in introducing a quantified quantum correlation between free particle Gaussian states in 2D momentum space.
IV. PARTITION FUNCTION AND THERMODYNAMIC VARIABLES FOR 2D
AND 3D NC FREE PARTICLES
A gas of free particles in thermal contact with an environment at temperature T corresponds to a canonical ensemble. For the case of 2D gases, the microstates occupied by the system obeying the NC properties of QM are described by W n , where E n denotes the (stargen)energy of the system in a given microstate (c. f. Eq. (35)). Given the coarse grained nature of 2D coordinate and momentum spaces, these microstates are regarded as a system of discrete quantum states labeled by the parameter n. Formally, the partition function is obtained through the trace expressed in terms of the coherent state vector, W n , as to have
which is consistent with the above discussed normalization condition [7] for Eq. (34) , and where we have introduced the parameter σ = γ/k B T , from which the NC imprints would be evinced through the explicit dependence on γ = η/2m .
The relevant thermodynamic quantities for the 2D gas are straightforwardly computed from Z(σ). One has the internal energy given by
the Boltzmann entropy given by
and the heat capacity given by
The result from Eq. (47) can be substituted into the above definitions as to give
and
Obviously 2D gases of free particles should exhibit NC properties mostly in the limit where σ → ∞ such that, from the above defined thermodynamic variables, U/ γ tends to unity, in agreement with the quantum equipartition theorem, and and C v /k B tends to zero.
This offers an additional possibility for measuring NC effects at very low temperatures. The classical limit given by σ 1 sets U/ γ ∼ σ −1 and C v /k B ∼ 1, as expected for a classical 2D gas of free particles.
A. Inclusion of a third dimension
One can pose the question about whether the NC effects exhibited by the 2D gas can be generalized to a 3D system of free particles. In this context, it is helpful to consider the 3D extension of the previously discussed NC problem. The Hamiltonian for the problem can then be written asĤ
that leads to
once one has considered a simplified version of the 3D SW map from Eq. (23), by setting µ = 1 as to havep
which reflects the 3D NC relation between momenta,
where ijk is the Levi-Civita tensor of rank three and η = (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ).
Due to analogous arguments related to the axial symmetry exhibited by the QM 3D
Zeeman effect, the Wigner distribution dependence on the third dimension can be factorized from its final form for the prescription from Eq. (55). In particular, one chooses the appropriate representation for the quantum operators in a coordinate system where η = η 3ẑ ≡ ηẑ such that the 3D NC Hamiltonian from Eq (55) can be rewritten as (see, for instance, the resolution of problem 11.6, pag. 632, at Ref. [33] )
Ignoring any quantization property related to the factorized z coordinate bounded by the interval (−a, +a), the 3D version of the partition function can be written in terms of Z(σ)
from Eq. (47) as
which, besides the evident introduction of additional (not quantized) degrees of freedom, does not contribute to the scope of quantifying NC effects.
B. Rotational degrees of freedom and the thermodynamics of NC quantum rotors
Turning our attention to the degeneracies brought up by the angular momentum operators, namely L 2 z and L 2 , 2D and 3D Hamiltonians may shed some light on the study of noncommutativity, in particular, on the confront between the thermodynamic properties of 2D and 3D gases of quantum rotors. One knows that, besides translational degrees of freedom, free particles with internal structures not only carry internal (electronic) degrees of freedom but also may have its kinetic behavior modified by rotations and vibrations.
Through a rigid rotator approach, the above prescription for NC free particles supports the discussion of NC quantum rotors in 2D and 3D.
Introducing the rigid rotator axial constraint, R 2 = 2 j=1 Q 2 j , and using γ = η/2m into the Hamiltonian H W 2D , one has
mz , for which the stargenenergies are written as
with |m z | = 0, 1, . . . , ∞, and where we have introduced a dimensionless parameter of inertia,
that sets a magnitude of inertia relative to the NC inertia momentum, I η = m 2 /η, i. e.
The straightforward 3D generalization leads to H W 3D given by
mz, , for which the stargenenergies are written as
with |m z | = 0, 1, . . . , and = 0, 1, . . . , ∞.
The above results provide the tools for obtaining the respective partition function for ensembles of 2D and 3D quantum rotors. A straightforward calculation gives
for 2D gases, and
for 3D gases. For both 2D and 3D cases, given the dependence of σ and λ on γ, the limits for which γ tends to 0 result into the standard QM partition functions, respectively,
As previously introduced by Eqs. (48-50), the relevant thermodynamic quantities computed from the above partition functions of NC quantum rotors can be straightforwardly obtained. An additional typical quantum behavior is identified through the entropy of a gas of 2D NC quantum rotors: specifically for λ = 1 one finds S B ∼ k B ln [2] as depicted in the second plot of Fig. 7 .
Finally, one can consider the possibility of extending our results to the classical limit, i.
e. lower values of σ corresponding to higher temperatures, under which the NC and any kind of QM effect are used to be attenuated. Fig. 9 roughly shows the classical limits of NC deviations from standard QM for 2D and 3D configurations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The implications of noncommutativity on the quantum behavior related to decoherence and missing information issues of 2D and 3D free particle systems has been investigated, and the thermodynamic variables related to that and to the corresponding 2D and 3D quantum rotor systems has been obtained. Quantization and thermodynamic aspects evincing the deviation from standard QM results have been discussed.
As noticed in some previous works [7, 19] , the phase-space noncommutativity and, in particular, the noncommutativity between momentum coordinates, induce the destruction of the original features of the wave function for the commutative problem and distort the stationary behavior of quantum systems by introducing missing information elements. The modification of quantized energy levels is also reflected on the thermodynamic limit of such NC quantum systems. In particular, some changes on the behavior of the internal energy, of the Boltzmann entropy and of the heat capacity derived from the partition function have been obtained for the thermalized 2D and 3D gases of free particles and quantum rotors. The correspondence between the NC effects over quantum and classical variables were evidenced, and it has been shown that the most suitable range of temperatures for detecting noncommutativity in the phase-space, in particular, due to momentum coordinates, is around ∼ η/2mk B (c. f. Eq. (28)).
All the results, even those related to the thermodynamic limit, can be completely reinterpreted in terms of an analogy with the Zeeman-effect, resulting in a description of the system with well-defined NC quantum numbers and a factorable wave-function. For quantum rotors, the same coupling with a kind of magnetic field given by B ∼ η/ q can be identified.
Our results suggest that phase-space noncomutativity effects can be interestingly considered when addressing the issues of interface between quantum and classical descriptions of Nature. , Π 1 (t)) and (Q 2 (t), Π 2 (t)), for the NC free particle system with the NC parameter, γ, being set equal to 1 (thickest line), 1/2, 1/5, 1/20, and 1/500 (thinest line), implying a decreasing thickness. One has used a BlueGreenYellow (GrayLevel) scale in order to denote the time scale, τ , varying from 0 (blue (dark gray)) to π/γ (yellow (light gray)). By convenience, one has set = m = 1 and Q 1,2 (0) = Π 1,2 (0) = 0.5. Notice that as γ decreases, the phase-space trajectories approach to straight lines (standard QM free particle limit).
FIG. 2:
Momentum distribution projection, |ϕ(Π 1 ; 0)| 2 , onto Π 1 coordinate (x-direction) for the NC free particle system with associated NC quantum numbers n = 0 (first row) and n = 1 (second row). In order to distinguish the distortions introduced by the NC parameter, γ, one chooses two sets of Q 2 initial coordinates, i. e. y = 0 (first column) and y = 4 (second column), with π x arbitrary. The results do not depend on x and π y . 
G (Q 1 , Π 1 ; t), for the NC free particle system corresponding to a state vector projected onto the Q 1 − Π 1 plane. At time τ = 0 one has assumed that˜ (1) G (Q 1 , Π 1 ; t) is centered at momentum π x = 1(= −π y ), for an spatial coordinate arbitrarily given by x = 1/γ (which is not relevant at t = 0). One has considered time intervals such that τ = kπ(8γ) −1 , where k corresponds to integer values from 0 to 8 (for plots from left to right and from up to down), and m = 1 (c. f. Eqs. (31)). The contour plot follows the BlueGreenYellow (GrayLevel) scale (from yellow (light gray) which corresponds to 1, to blue (dark gray) which corresponds to 0). , as function of γt, for the NC free particle system described by the state vector W G . As expected from Fig. (3) , it quantifies the distortion of the stationary behavior and the oscillating character introduced by the NC parameter, γ(η).
FIG. 6:
Internal energy, U (σ), Boltzmann entropy, S k (σ), and the heat capacity, C v (σ), of a gas of 3D quantum rotors (first row), and the corresponding variations with respect to the analogous standard QM system (second row), as function of thermodynamic and inertia parameters, σ and λ. The color scheme is reproduced from Fig. 5 . 
